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We help companies improve business performance through the use 

of Data & Analytics
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Presentation Notes
Value Prop Slides are going to get remade 



WE LIVE IN A DIFFERENT ERA
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Presentation Notes
Before we talk about the future, let’s spend a moment on the past.Companies needed to have great products…Then they needed great products with servicesThen they needed to put the customer first and revolve business process around the customer…which caused IT to follow with systems and dataNow we are Relationship centric.  Every interaction across every channel is an opportunity to acquire, retain, satisfy and most important LEARN about a customerOUTBACK EXAMPLE: Search for restaurants on phone, book an uber and reserve a table, arrive with table ready.  Recognized and greeted by restaurant, a up sell/coupon appears on your phone.  You get great service, pay your bill, review it while you finish your drinks and go to ice cream next….which UBER and your restaurant know and will consider that when they place their next store.



SAMPLE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE



THERE IS A DISTURBANCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To understand the present and the future, we must first describe the past. The field of data and analytics has matured steadily during the past 25 years, with a new era of information and decision sciences emerging as multidisciplinary fields. The term "information age" is not new. The problem with it is that it really hasn't happened yet. Up until about the year 2000, and even beyond, we were in the technology age. All we had done up until this time was to build the infrastructure to launch the digital age. We have been focused more on technology than the information itself. Information systems and information were one and the same thing: ERP, CRM and even email. We built separate systems to hold data that was seen as its own self-contained corpus with processes that were the province of one or more functional areas of the corporation: finance, accounting, marketing, customer service, product and so on. 
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SINCE 2000, 52% OF THE FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES HAVE 
DISSAPEARED
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WE ARE ENTERING A DIGITAL WORLD

#shifthappens

By 2020…

100 million consumers 
will shop in augmented 
reality

Over 1 billion global 
workers will utilize 
algorithms

Today…

Analysts waste up to 80% of 
their time preparing data 
versus analyzing 

Only 12% of Enterprise Data 
is used to make decisions
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Presentation Notes
Data, and the ability to analyze and apply it, is central to how firms compete and collaborate. We have entered a new era.



COMPANIES EMBRACING DIGITAL ANALYTICS THRIVE

There is a profound and radical transformation.

It has three important components
1. Data, Analytics & Governance are separating 

from “IT”
2. The phenomenon of “big data” and how to 

manage it
3. The organizational convergence of 3 

disciplines:
1. Information Management
2. Analytics & Algorithms
3. Change Leadership
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Data and analytics analysts agree we are at the front end of a generational shift. This is a paradigm shift for our clients (at least in the in colloquial sense of the term): a profound and radical transformation in how they view and operate in their professional and personal worlds. It has three important components:�First, data, analytics and governance are becoming ever more separate from "IT." Processes, roles and functions that deal with data, information, analytics and algorithms are moving outside of IT. BI has long been of interest to many functional departments, and BI tools are being used by business and IT leaders. This trend is accelerating, is supported by vendors in the space, and self-service BI is a hot topic in both the vendor and end-user communities. Even today, standard BI is being done completely outside of IT. Similarly, information governance is emerging as a business-based and -run activity. �Second, the oft-discussed phenomenon of "big data" and how to manage it with governance, analytics and algorithms. The growing volume, variety and velocity of data present both opportunities and risks. Data is everywhere and has become a product that can be bought, sold and traded. CEOs of nontechnology companies and government officials now understand that data and analytics have great potential to help them achieve their business goals, or to expose their organizations to unprecedented levels of risk. Without analytics, all of this data is useless and its volume and complexity overwhelming. Analytics are becoming more sophisticated and ubiquitous, and analytics applications are available as cloud-based services for anyone to access. Citizen data scientists and self-service analytics are a reality today, but still in their infancy.  �Third, the organizational convergence of three disciplines: information management, analytics (BI) and algorithms, and change leadership and management. Individuals and organizations must change to address these challenges. New roles, such as that of the CDO, reflect this. The emergence of a senior leader outside the IT department is of huge concern to CIOs and other client constituencies. Many welcome the change and want to know how to work with a CDO; others don't understand the need for, or are hostile to, a perceived loss of power and control. Organizational structures, training, qualifications, job descriptions and skills all need to be updated, creating brand new buying centers (such as CDOs, data leaders and BI leaders). These developing roles represent a huge opportunity for Gartner clients. The final component to these macro changes is: the monetization of data and algorithms and the phenomenon of "open data."



LET’S LEVEL SET ON THE ANALYTICS SPECTRUM



CASE STUDIES



MERCHANDIZE AND MARKET BETTER
Opportunity
• Increase the # of customers, optimize assortment plans and store 

format
Data & Analytics
• Blended millions of customer's data across 13 databases 
• Develop attrition models to scorecard customers and target high-

value multichannel customers.
• Use insights to localize merchandise mix; target "like" customers and 

optimize store network
Results
• Almost "doubled" the number of customers shopping online and in-

store.
• Targeted marketing led to increase in diverse and non-diverse spend



CALL OF DUTY: ARTIFICIAL OPS
Opportunity:
• Improve call center performance and customer satisfaction

Data and Analytics:
• 3,000 agents handling over 20 million calls per year
• Deployed Predictive Behavioral Routing system to optimally match 

callers with CCRs based on personality traits. 
• Analyzes 350TB of caller/content data and analytics

Results:
• Net 8.4% (58 second) reduction in call time.
• 12.8% shorter calls for those intelligently routed.
• Top CCRs now handle more calls; members and CCRs report 

improved experience



DOMO ARIGATO, MR. ROBOTO
Opportunity:
• Relocate an entire distribution facility warehouse

Data and Analytics:
• Robots are centrally controlled and communicate over Wi-Fi
• There are two kinds of robots —light and heavy (up to 3000lbs)
• They have powered wheels, obstacle detection and floor cameras
• Robots move pods into loading bays then unload them and setup  

new warehouse.

Results:
• Entire relocation process takes less than three days
• Amazon's robots have moved more than a billion pods
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TRENDS

10 years ago, ML-
based business 

applications were 
scarce

In 10 years, virtually 
every application & 
service will 
incorporate Artificial 
Intelligence

*Quoted from IBM



Extreme Innovation

Gartner 2016 Data 
Science Hype Cycle

A TIME OF EXTREME INNOVATION



SO MANY BUZZWORDS, WHERE TO BEGIN?



O

1. Information/Analytics 40%

2. Business Knowledge/Acumen 18%

3. Security and Risk 17%

4. Digital 15%

5. Project Management 13%

6. Software Development 13%

7. Architecture 12%

8. Leadership 9%

9. Attract/Retain 8%

10. Technical Skills 8%

Gartner 2016 CIO Survey*

“…the most important event historians will 
see is not technology, not the internet, not e-
commerce. It is an unprecedented change in 
the human condition.

For the first time — literally — substantial 
and rapidly growing numbers of people have 
choices.

For the first time, they will have to manage 
themselves.
And society is totally unprepared for it."  

— Peter Drucker

n = 937

Data and Analytics Leaders' Biggest Issue Is Talent

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the trends impacting data and analytics, and what challenges and opportunities do they create? Note that the biggest talent gaps are around the universe of information: big data, analytics and information management. The second big gap (area) is business knowledge/acumen. Notably, a significant number of CIOs selected the talent management process itself (attract/retain) as one of their biggest gaps, as opposed to a specific skills category. The bottom line is that CIOs and their enterprises aren't acting fast enough. They all see the issue, and aside from being slow, they are not effective enough. Data is not power alone.  Even with AI and Cognitive Computing, it requires data and human input/analysis.



IN CLOSING…

• Digital Disruption
• We are in a time of extreme innovation 
• Understand data and the business application
• Abundance and Scarcity = Opportunity



Questions?
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